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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 “Welcome to the last presentation of this conference.” Introduce ourselves and brief overview of our programs: SNW – First Year and Exploratory students, Caitlin – intensive advising programs for students with a variety of risk factors, Sarah Pope, mixed caseload (both FY/E and intensive advising programs) – “excited to share mindset with you.”



Overview
o What is mindset?

o Review of the literature and current research at CWU

o In the classroom

o In advising appointments

o Choose your own growth mindset adventure

o Take the next step
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Presentation Notes
 Transition: “Let’s begin with an overview of our presentation.” When describing the “What is Mindset?” bullet:  “First, because we suspect that we have a mixed audience – those who are already very familiar with Dweck’s research and may already be using it and those who are new to it, Sarah Pope will briefly describe what mindset is to get us all on the same page.”  Possible transition into next few bullets: “Wherever your starting place is… we hope to deepen your knowledge of mindset and spark new ideas for applying it to advising.  [Alternative phrasing: We hope to extend your knowledge and enhance your practice]. To that end, I will review the literature on mindset and describe my current research at CWU, and then Caitlin will talk about how we are using mindset in the classroom and Sarah (Pope) will talk about how we incorporate mindset into advising appointments.  “At that point, we want to get you involved in an interactive activity we’re calling: Choose your own mindset adventure” so that you can apply the ideas we’ve been discussing to advising scenarios.” The scenarios are on the handout we passed out as you came in.  “Finally, because we know that reflection in the last 2 minutes of a presentation can be more beneficial than 20 minutes of reflection 2 days later, we have provided a handout with space for you to reflect on how you might take these ideas back to your institution.” [Ask them to get the handout out now? Or when you ask them to think of something hard/fun?]



“This is hard. This is fun!”
-CAROL DWECK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start off with a favorite quote by mindset researcher Carol Dweck that spoke to me during preparation of thesis “I’d like to start off with my favorite quote by mindset researcher Carol Dweck that I think captures the essence of a growth mindset.” “Take a moment to think of something that is both hard and fun – and jot it down on your handout.  Is it snowboarding? Presenting at NACADA? Research? Can someone share what is hard/fun for them? ….. That’s a great example of something that is hard and fun. Hold your own examples in mind …. [as Sarah Pope give us an overview of mindset.]”



What is mindset? 
First described by Dr. Carol Dweck, Stanford University

Implicit theory of intelligence:  
◦ Fixed mindset: fixed trait you are born with
◦ Growth mindset: something that can be developed through hard work and effort

Mindset matters: ability of students to reach their potential and achieve success

Belief Behaviors Results
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Presentation Notes
What is mindset? And why does it matter? First described by Carol Dweck, professor of psychology at StanfordYour mindset is your implicit theory of intelligence, implicit because it is something you probably are not even aware of, your unspoken belief about the fundamental nature of intelligence and our ability to change it.A little over 30 years ago, Dr. Dweck discovered that some people see intelligence or abilities as fixed traits they are born with, a fixed mindset, whereas others see them as qualities that can be developed through hard work and effort, a growth mindset. Dweck and other researchers have found that these two beliefs lead to very different behaviors and therefore very different results, especially in terms of ability to reach potential and achieve success.When I think about what matters most to me in my profession, what keeps me engaged and excited about my work with students, it is exactly this: helping them reach their potential and be as successful as they can be. (56 sec)



Fixed and Growth Mindsets
FIXED
Intelligence is fixed

Do I look smart?

Avoid challenge

Internalize failure

Exert little effort

Give up easily in the face of obstacles

Ignore constructive criticism

Plateau early

GROWTH
Intelligence can be developed

Am I learning? 

Embrace challenge

Demonstrate resilience in the face of failure

Work hard; effort is the path to mastery

Persist in the face of obstacles and setbacks

Learn from constructive criticism

Reach potential and achieve success
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Fixed:Students who believe intelligence, ability, and talent are static traits that cannot be changed think that talent alone –without effort– creates success, and that you either have it or you don’t. This makes them very fragile, and overly concerned with their self-image. These students often avoid challenging work to preserve their self image (do I look smart?), or internalize failure and begin to exert less effort, or even give up, when faced with difficulty. Because these students are more concerned with proving their ability than developing it, they are not interested in constructive criticism that could help them learn. Growth:On the other hand, students who believe that intelligence can be developed are focused on how much they are learning instead of how they look. They enjoy challenging themselves because they feel most successful when they are learning and developing their intelligence. When these students make mistakes or fail, they are able to be resilient because they know that making mistakes is a very important component of learning, and that failing at something does not make them failures. Because they see practice and effort as the path to mastery, these students work hard, and when they encounter obstacles and things get difficult, they persist. They seek out feedback from others and learn new strategies from constructive criticism. Given the attitudes and behaviors that stem from the two mindsets, it’s no wonder that students with fixed mindsets tend to plateau early, whereas those with growth mindsets tend to reach their potential and achieve success. Am I saying anyone can be anything so long as they have a growth mindset? No, of course not. But I am saying that natural talent can only get you so far, and we can’t know or achieve our true potential without hard work and effort. Now, most of us have both fixed and growth mindsets in different areas of our lives. For example, I have a growth mindset about playing soccer, but a fixed mindset about backing a trailer. Think for a moment about your own life. We’ve already asked you to think of something that is hard and fun, something that you most likely have a growth mindset about. Can you think of something that you have a fixed mindset about? Maybe it’s something you’re not necessarily interested in being able to do – like me being able to use the backhoe attachment on our tractor, but maybe it’s something you wish you could do…  The beauty of mindset is this: Just as we can change our intelligence and our abilities, we can also change our mindsets. 



Developing a Growth Mindset
We can change and develop our mindset

We develop our mindsets largely through the feedback and praise we receive

Change your own mindset
◦ Believe your intelligence can grow
◦ Learn strategies for improvement
◦ Listen for your fixed mindset voice
◦ Talk back with your growth mindset voice and take growth mindset action

Mindset Interventions
◦ Activities, workshops, brief lessons designed to help participants develop a growth mindset

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fact that we can change our mindset is sort of the point of the rest of this presentation.In order to know how to change mindsets, we need to know a couple of things, including how they are formed:Just as we aren’t born with a fixed amount of intelligence, we’re not born with a fixed mindset or a growth mindset that we’re stuck with. Rather, they are formed by the kind of praise we receive from parents, teachers, and coaches, especially through the type of praise we receive. Fixed mindset praise focuses on ability or traits, “You’re a natural!”  Great job! You got 100% without even trying!” whereas growth mindset praise focuses on process, “I love the strategies you used to solve that problem,” “Great job! You must have worked really hard.” You can work to change your own mindset: Realizing that your intelligence can grow – 30 years mindset research (SNW will briefly review)+ basis in neuroscience (Caitlin will talk about this) Learning strategies to use to improve – what gets us from “belief” to actualizationListening for your fixed mindset voice – “I can’t do it”Talking back to fixed mindset voice with growth mindset voice… (“Add yet”) & taking growth mindset action (change behaviors, use new strategies, make a specific plan)Not only can we change our own mindsets, but as advisors, we are ideally situated to help encourage a growth mindset in our students through what researchers refer to as mindset interventions, which are activities, brief lessons, or workshops designed to help participants develop a growth mindset.



What Matters Most in Student Success?

GROWTH MINDSET

Persistence

Effort

Resilience

Grit

Self-Efficacy

Willingness to Fail



Having a growth mindset can allow students to navigate challenging situations 
effectively
◦ African American students who participated in a growth mindset intervention found the 

educational process more enjoyable, put higher value on education, and earned higher GPA 
than African American students in the control condition (Aronson, Fried, & Good, 2002)

◦ Community college math students were more likely to satisfactorily complete their course 
and earn higher grades after participating in a growth mindset and/or sense-of-purpose 
intervention than control participants (Paunesku, 2013)

◦ Academically at-risk (lower 1/3 of sample) students were more likely to graduate high school 
and successfully complete core requirement classes after participating in growth mindset 
and/or sense-of-purpose intervention than control participants (Paunesku et al., 2015) 

Students Facing Challenges
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Presentation Notes
Strong effects were seen for African American students and GPA, smaller effects were seen for white participants however there were still marginal differencesImportant that it doesn’t negatively affect students who are not challenged/already have a GM. Possible that these students haven’t felt the need to tap into that resource yet, but strengthening it for when they do



Students in Transition
Building a growth mindset can mitigate the negative effects of school transitions 

◦ Transition into Junior High
◦ Students entering 7th grade began with downward math grade trajectories, and those that 

participated in a series of growth mindset lessons reversed their grade trajectory. Control 
participants continued the downward trajectory expected with transition to junior high 
(Blackwell, Trezniewski, & Dweck, 2007)

◦ Transition into High School
◦ Students in their first year of HS who participated in growth mindset interventions earned 

~.3 GPA points higher than control participants. One of the factors that led to this was a 
reduction of stress based on self-image. (Yeager & Dweck, 2012)
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Presentation Notes
Making this applicable to higher ed setting – we know that our students experience challenges specifically related to transition to new env



Student Success and First-Year Seminars
One initiative that institutions use to facilitate student development
◦ Academic challenge-seeking behavior was positively correlated with participation in a first-

year seminar for undergraduate students across 48 colleges and universities (Padgett, Keup, 
& Pascarella, 2013)

◦ Students who enrolled in a first-year seminar focused on student development and transition 
earned significantly higher GPAs than their fellow first-year students who did not enroll, 
outperforming their predicted GPA (Friedman & Marsh, 2008)

CWU’s Academic Advising Seminar (UNIV 101) utilizes an extended orientation 
framework

Presenter
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Padgett– NSSE data, Friedman & Marsh Appalachia State Univ, extended orientation framework defined in Mamrick (historical perspective on FYS)



Current Research at CWU
o First-year students face specific challenges related to their transition to college

o Students with a growth mindset are more likely to persist through hardship

o CWU offers a first year seminar, UNIV 101, to support student achievement

Hypotheses:
o At-risk students (e.g., HSGPA, Pell Eligibility, demographics, late admit, etc.) whose UNIV 101 

section included a growth mindset course component will earn higher Fall Quarter term GPA
o These students will also be more likely to enroll in Winter quarter if their UNIV 101 section 

included a growth mindset course component

Data analysis is in progress – please contact me if you are interested in 
learning more!



Growth Mindset in the Classroom
WHAT IF…

You do not teach a seminar course
• Exciting opportunities for group advising

You teach, but “growth mindset” is not a learning outcome
• Think outside your learning outcomes
• “… importance of taking ownership of one’s education.”
• “Explain CWU’s general education requirements…”



What Matters Most in Student Success?

GROWTH MINDSET

Persistence

Effort

Resilience

Grit

Self-Efficacy

Willingness to Fail



Living a Proactive Life
Heather McPhie
◦ Olympic freestyle moguls skier

Twice daily journal
◦ Morning: Daily Objective + Three things to accomplish
◦ Evening: One thing to improve + Three things that went well

“I like to live in the moment” vs “I am in control of my future”



Creator Language

“Write a short paragraph about 
the worst class you ever had…”

Practice translating victim 
language into creator language:

Example: “I’ll try to do better” 
vs

“To do better, I will do the 
following: attend class, start a 
study group, visit office hours…”

Source: Downing, S. (2013). On course. Cengage Learning.



Failure Resume
Nature article by Melanie Stefan, a lecturer in the School of Biomedical Sciences at the 
University of Edinburgh

“My CV does not reflect the bulk of my academic efforts — it does not mention the exams I 
failed, my unsuccessful PhD or fellowship applications, or the papers never accepted for 

publication. At conferences, I talk about the one project that worked, not about  
the many that failed.

As scientists, we construct a narrative of success that renders our setbacks invisible both to 
ourselves and to others. Often, other scientists' careers seem to be a constant, streamlined 

series of triumphs. Therefore, whenever we experience an individual failure, we feel 
alone and dejected.”
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Other ideas have focused on the “cover letter” piece and asked students to write a letter to themselves



The Scientific Approach

Self Reflected, Greg Dunn, 2017|www.gregadunn.com 



Note to Self
“We can do hard things, we are not chained to our current capabilities.”

“Times get hard but how will you approach it?... Never say, “you can’t,” add, “yet.”

“You must take every challenge or mistake you face and look at it as a learning lesson, and when 
you’re faced with a similar situation in the future you will be better equipped to deal with it!”

“The first thing I do when I have a task that I don’t understand is I look around at all the other 
people in the room and think to myself that all of them probably know what they are doing. And 
that causes me to feel bad about myself and have doubts about my own learning ability. This is 
something that I am personally working on improving. I need to look at it as if I don’t understand 
the material I have been given YET.”
◦ Comment from this student on his submitted assignment “I just wanted to mention that I found this 

video quite interesting and it made me think about my own mindset. I addressed the letter to a 
struggling student, but honestly it was almost basically a letter to myself.”



Academic Early Alert



Growth Mindset in Advising Appointments
Advisors are ideally situated to encourage the development of a growth mindset
o Trusted mentor or guide in transitional time
o Providing growth based feedback and a learning environment

Can promote growth mindset in 30 seconds or 30 minutes
o Assess the mindset
o Address the mindset
o Add strategies and specific plans
o Follow up and Reinforce

Level and depth of intervention depends upon
o Time and frequency of advising appointments
o Type of program and continuity of caseload

Reinforces other developmental advising theories and practices – appreciative advising, advising as 
coaching, strengths based advising, motivational interviewing
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Presentation Notes
We know that one contributing factor to whether we develop growth or fixed mindsets is the type of encouragement we receive early on from important role models – parents, teachers, coaches – those people who guide, mentor, and teach us,  who have some (earned or perceived) expertise beyond our own experienceWe are, therefore,  uniquely situated as advisors to help facilitate the adoption of growth mindset in our roles as trusted mentors or guides, academic coaches, & teachers by offering growth based encouragement and an environment focused on learning – 1) okay to make mistakes, 2) Goal setting: set learning goals along with performance goals[Formed through feedback (fixed vs growth) and environment (learning vs performance), and can be changed by learning about how the brain works, how learning occurs, and through positive growth based feedback]30 Seconds or 30 Minutes:30 Seconds: Can provide growth based feedback in 30 seconds and have an impact:In fact, in an early mindset study from 1998, Dweck and Mueller gave 5th graders who had successfully completed a set of easy puzzles either fixed mindset praise, saying “that’s a great score, you must be smart at this”  or growth mindset praise, saying “that’s a great score, you must have tried hard.” They found in this study that one simple sentence could have an impact on these 5th grader’s mindsets, changing not only their behavior (whether they subsequently chose an easy or difficult puzzle, whether they lied about their scores), but also their level of success - how well they did on subsequent puzzles. 30 minutes: How I prefer to approach mindset in advising appts (and teaching)Assess mindset through attentive listening and questioningAddress mindset Offer concrete skills and strategies, help make a specific plan – critical in bridging gap between believing change (development of intelligence/ability) is possible and making change happenFollow up (advising notes) & reinforce in future advising appointments (e.g. student I’ve seen in 3 separate appts – brief follow up on mindset and writing)30 second version may not include strategies/plans



Growth
Feedback

Reframing

Creating
Awareness

Deeper
Questioning

Attentive
Listening

Growth Mindset in Advising Appointments
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When we adopt a growth mindset approach to advising, these are the essential activities we are engaged in with students – skills that are already in your advising toolbox In order toAssess mindset: we use… attentive listening and deeper questioning Address mindset: creating awareness of mindset , reframing, offering growth based encouragement, (& deeper questioning)Always start with listening – the foundation of all good advising May use only one of the other tools, or in some cases all of them, depending on the situationOverlapping & fluid – skillful use of questioning is part of listening/assessing, also part of creating awareness of mindset & reframing, reframing overlaps with growth based encouragement



Growth mindset
Belief in innate ability

Effort
Excuses or Blaming

Obstacles
Challenge

Overconfidence
Constructive  criticism

Failure

Att e n t i v e  L i s t e n i n g

 

“My professor gives horrible lectures!”

“Science used to come naturally to me. 
I never had to read before; I just 

listened to the lectures.” 

“I didn’t understand what was 
happening in math when I was sick, so I 

stopped going to class.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Foundation of assessing mindset. I listen for all of those attitudes and beliefs that mindset affects.Growth Mindset: “I got a tutor early this quarter and have been talking to my professor every week. I’m really understanding this chemistry class!” Belief in innate ability:  “I suck at math” or “Science just comes naturally to me”Effort:“I never had to read before; I just listened to lectures.” or “I study a lot! Like two hours/night!”Excuses or Blaming: “My professor gives horrible lectures.” [Self-image: “I can’t ask questions in class – I’ll look stupid!”]Obstacles: “I didn’t understand what was happening in math when I was sick, so I stopped going to class.” Challenge: “My friend told me this class wasn’t too hard.” (avoiding challenging classes or majors)Some things are characterized more by what students don’t say: Overconfidence: “I’m doing great.” “I’m good/I’ve got it.” (don’t need to talk about it – I’ve got this attitude)Feedback/Criticism: Reluctance to talk to professors or check grades;  “I can’t talk to my English professor! She hates me: she gave me like a D on my essay!” Failure/Mistakes: Silence or reluctance to discuss perceived failures, “I can’t tell my parents I failed all of my classes.” 



G ro w t h M i n d s e t I n t e r v e n t i o n s

Deeper
Questioning

“I suck at math”

• to discover
• to draw out potential
• to get students thinking “What makes you think you’re not good at math? How 

much time do you think people who get A’s in math 
study? Do you think they do the homework problems?”

Presenter
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Deeper Questioning – part of assessing mindset, and also part of addressing itQuestions to discover/find out more, see what is happening from a student perspective – and find out what strategies the student may be missing/need to improveQuestions to draw out potential areas in which students may have a growth mindset to help tease out transferrable growth mindset attitudes, beliefs, and behaviorsQuestions posed to students to get them to think through and reframe their own mindset – hopefully this is happening in all types of questions posed to students



G ro w t h M i n d s e t I n t e r v e n t i o n s

Creating Awareness
of  Mindset

“I suck at math”

• 30 seconds or 30 minutes
• Neuroplasticity mini-lessons
• Ted Talks – Eduardo Briceno

“Did you know that  your brain is like a 
muscle that gets stronger with 

practice? When you study you actually 
change the physical structure of your 

brain. ”  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poor math! We’re going to follow this example all the way through, even though there are so many others we could use, so that you can see many different kinds of interventions/approaches you can use with same statement. Awareness of MindsetEduardo Briceno video (co-founded Mindset Works with Carol Dweck and Lisa Blackwell in 2007) Neuroplasticity mini-lessons – can’t expect students (or anyone!) to change a core belief without some explanation or evidence – basis in neuroscience is really important in this wayneurons/dendrites – changing structure of brain at level of individual synaptic connections (growing dendrites, pruning dendrites, increasing density of brain)neuropathways – creating networks that fire together through practice, facilitating faster learning later onstroke/trauma example – (Our friend, Phil, who could think but not speak following stroke, but has taught himself how to translate thoughts into words againReinforcing UNIV 101 or 102 learning30 seconds: - Neuroscience mini-mini-lecture (example on slide) without naming mindset per se or explaining it- Can also ask if student has ever heard of mindset and give 2 minute explanation, including the fact that it is supported by what we know about how the brain works.30 minutes: (My preference because addressing the belief/mindset explicitly empowers student to change her/his own mindset and resulting behaviors)May watch Eduardo Briceno’s Ted Talk together (11 minutes) and discuss – especially if I’m hearing a lot of fixed mindset attitudes/behaviors and a student is on academic warning/probationMay recommend that student watch Eduardo Briceno’s Ted Talk and then discuss at next advising appointment, especially if student has follow up appointment scheduled for warning/ probation May pair Ted Talk with mini-lesson on neuroplasticity – and may even assign “note to self” exercise Caitlin discussed using in classroomNote: It is really important to offer/recommend specific strategies for improvement once we create awareness – to bridge the gap between belief in ability to change and actualizing ability to enact specific changes



G ro w t h M i n d s e t I n t e r v e n t i o n s

Reframing
• Transferable attitudes and 

behaviors from areas of 
growth

• Negative perceptions of 
obstacles, challenge, and 
failure 

• Fixed voice to growth voice

“I can’t do the dietetics specialization in 
nutrition. You have to do an internship 
and it’s really competitive to get one.” 

“Of course you’re not ready for a dietetics  
internship right now, but you weren’t ready 
for college in 7th grade. You’re here to learn 
the skills you need later…”

“I suck at math.” 

“You might not be good at math yet, but you can 
be. You play the violin, right? Were you always good 
at it or did you have to practice? What else helped 
you improve?”

Presenter
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Reframing Fixed MindsetFixed mindset voice to growth mindset voice: “I’m not good at math.”   “You’re not good at math, yet.” + Neuropathways min-lecture (starting with basics, creating neuropathways, making future learning faster and easier – especially helpful when discussing math placement in the context of past math experiences) Transferable attitudes/behaviors from areas of growth: “I’m not good at math.”   “You might not be good at math yet, but you can be. You play the violin, right? Were you always good at it or did you have to practice? What else helped you improve?”Negative perceptions of challenge to positive learning based perception of challenge: “I can’t do the dietetics specialization in nutrition. You have to do an internship and it’s really competitive to get one.”  “Of course you’re not ready for a dietetics  internship right now, but you weren’t ready for college in 7th grade. You’re here to learn the skills you need later…”Reinforcing growth mindset behaviors, especially when student doesn’t see it: “I know I got a tutor too late this quarter”  “You got a tutor! You are seeking feedback from people who can help you. I see a growth mindset in that! And I bet you learned something about when you want to start tutoring next quarter.”



G ro w t h M i n d s e t I n t e r v e n t i o n s

Growth-based 
Encouragment

“I suck at math”

• Encouragement to persevere
• Fixed voice to growth voice –

add “yet”
• Praise for progress or effort  

“You may not be good at math yet, but with the 
right study strategies and hard work, you could 

be”

“I got a C in chemistry!” 

“That’s two letter grades better than the last 
time you took it – and you can progress to Chem
182 – great job! What strategies did you use this 

time?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fixed mindset voice to growth mindset voice – “yet” + encouraging effort and learning new strategies: Student: “I suck at math”  Advisor: “You may not be good at math yet, but with the right study strategies and hard work, you could be”Encouraging effort: Student: “Science just comes naturally to me.”  Advisor: “That’s awesome that science comes naturally to you. Think how great you’d be if you worked hard at it and tried to reach your potential.”Praising progress and encouraging continued growth: Student: “I got a C in chemistry!”  Advisor: “That’s two letter grades better than the last time you took it – and you can progress to Chem 182 – great job! What strategies did you use this time?”Growth Based Encouragement Examples – from Mindset Works “Growth Mindset Feedback Tool” (plus some of my own)Yes, it’s tough. If it were easy you wouldn’t be learning anything!You are making progress! Last time you got a D on an assignment early in the quarter, you stopped going to class. This time you’ve talked to the professor an made changes!Hey, do you realize how much progress you’re making? This is hard. This is fun.You are not there yet. What learning strategies were you using? How about trying some different ones? I am so proud of the effort you put forth!Remember when you worked really hard for ________ and were successful? Maybe you could try those strategies again. It’s great that you have that down. Do you need something more challenging now?Are you proud of yourself? What makes you most proud?What choices did you make that you think contributed to your success? Everyone makes mistakes – it’s how we learn. Don’t beat yourself up over them.



Resources for Growth Mindset Interventions

Growth
Feedback

Reframing

Creating
Awareness

Deeper
Questioning

Attentive
Listening

P re s e n t e rs
Sarah.North.Wolfe@cwu.edu
Caitlin.Hutchison@cwu.edu
Sarah.Pope@cwu.edu

Mindset Works Resources
https://www.mindsetworks.com

• The science and the research
• Changing mindsets
• Resources for schools, parents

https://www.mindsetworks.com/Free-Resources/
• Growth Mindset feedback tool
• Growth Mindset framing tool
• You can grow your intelligence

Ted Talks
Eduardo Briceno: The Power of Belief – Mindset and Success 
Carol Dweck: The Power of Believing that You Can Improve

Presenter
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Resources: Mindset Works (Carol Dweck, Lisa Blackwell, Eduardo Briceno) free resources: Growth Mindset Feedback Tool – examples of what you can say when students succeed or fail with or without effort, when they’re making progress, when they lack skillsGrowth Mindset Framing Tool – for communicating learning goals and high expectations, most appropriate for the classroomAccessible neuroscience article for students to readEffective Effort RubricExamples: (If time allows)Growth Mindset: Student: I’m glad I failed those two courses because I learned what not to do – and that it’s not the end of the world.   SNW: Told her how proud she was for recognizing that, congratulated her for the mature insight she had and told her she hoped that she’d carry that with her through her education.Student athlete reluctant to seek feedback from professor: Using attentive listening, deeper questioning, reframing, and growth-based encouragement Situation: student is repeating course from last quarter with the same instructor she didn’t like. Last quarter, her low grade reflected her difficulty with the tests. Q: How are you doing? She says she’s doing well. Q: Have you had any tests? A: Not yet. The first exam is in 8 days. Q: What do you think about going to talk to your professor before the exam to see how you can best prepare? She hedges, reluctant to seek feedback on strategies.Change tacks: Q: Tiffany, if you finished a race second to last, would you be satisfied? Would you keep doing the same thing? A: No!Q: Let’s say you were struggling getting a good start out of the blocks on the 100 and in hurdles you were consistently catching your foot on the hurdles, who would you talk to? A: Coach. Q: And would you value your coaches feedback? A: Yes. Q: Would you try new strategies & techniques? A: Yes. Me: You already know how to improve and be your best, you do it in track all the time. Learning how to do better on your tests in this class is just the same. You have a resource, your professor, who can help you find and use specific strategies to do better. Tiffany: Okay, yeah, I get that. Q: So, do you think you’ll ask your professor about the best way to prepare for the exam? A: Yes.Overconfident student: usually we hear this present itself when student is talking about a specific assignment (“I got this” attitude, clear to us that little effort is being applied, the task is being underestimated). Caitlin usually goes to motivational interviewing: What if you took it to the writing center, what would that feel like? Play to the image the student wants to have. Or, more general: What if you did applied your current strategy? What might your results be? What if you used a new strategy? Tried putting in more effort? Would you still succeed? Would you be even more successful? Learn even more? What if you just tried that, as an experiment, to see what you are capable of with effort? 



Choose Your Own Mindset Adventure
Start by reviewing BOLD text
◦ Work with the people around you to discuss how to advise
◦ Role playing – one student; one advisor; one observer

We recommend 5-7 minutes per scenario

Take the next step
◦ When you return to work
◦ In the next quarter/semester
◦ With cross-campus collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video?Victim vs Creator LanguageProactive vs Reactive lifePen PalOpen discussionSAMPLE PRESENTATION IDEAS-scientific approach (neuroplasticity)- still searching for what to call it… the, ‘you didn’t know this was growth mindset’ approachGoals, reactive vs proactive, time management, delayed gratification, victim vs creator language, emotional intelligence and THEN we think about growth mindset. It’s almost like breaking up skills that contribute to a growth mindset into smaller pieces, and then introducing a larger framework after focusing on smaller “chunks”After growth mindset, discussing “learning styles” and how to adapt in academic settings
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